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1. It has long been the practice to divide Salishan 
languages into k-languages and c-languages, i.e., those 
with unlabialized front velar consonants and those which 
have changed these to alveopalatals. At issue are a plain 
and a glottalized voiceless stop or affricate and a voice
less fricative: k ~ x and c ~ s. For convenience these 
will be referred to as the "k-series" and the "c-series". 
This sort of typological classification of Salish has been 
made by Boas, Voegelin, Swadesh and others. 1 But it is 
rather irrelevant genetically, since the c-languages are 
located at both geographical ends of the family sepa
rated by most of the k-languages, and any relevant con
nection between the two sets of c-languages is highly 
unlikely. Coeur d'Alene and Spokane-Kalispel-Flathead 
are the easternmost Interior Salishan languages, and are 
the only c-languages of that subgroup. Tillamook and 
all but one Coast Salishan language (not including Bella 
Coola, which is a subgroup by itself, and is a k-Ianguage) 
are c-languages. The one exception is Lower Cmvli tz, the 
southernmost Coast Salishan language. 2 

But Cowlitz is not that simple. It has both the 
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k-series ~ the c-series,3 both historically related to 
those in all the other languages. Both series are pho
nemic, and are even sometimes in morphophonemic alterna
tion. In a sense, here is a case of a sound-shift caught 
in transit. It must be pointed out that most Coast Sali
shan languages do have a few morphemes containing phonemes 
from the k-series (and Mainland Halkomelem regularly 
retains x, palatalized), whether as recent changes, resi
due, borrowing, sound-symbolism, or whatever; but these 
are seldom frequent (for example, Ch has apparently resid
ual kay grandmother, borrowed ~tk~ik wagon, and a few 
others). In Cz, both series are frequent. Of a rough 
count of just over 380 morphemes with a phoneme from one 
or the other series, roughly one third are in the c-series: 

Initial Non-initial Total 
lo 20 5 25 c 
y 

13 23 36 c 
y 

14 49 63 s 
f< 27 19 46 
k 47 82 129 
x 25 59 84 

These figures are approximate and minimal, but the rela
tionships between them can be considered constant. Further
more, some very common inflectional affixes (e.g., one 
reflexive, the benefactive, one variant of the collective, 
and some of the M)st common lexical suffixes) contain pho
nemes of the c-series, and these may occur no more frequently 
than affixes containing k-series phonemes (such as the other 
reflexive, another variant of the collective, or the inde
pendent personal pronominal particles). One gets no impres
sion that either series is uncommon, as is the case with the 
k-series in other Coast Salishan languages. 

1.1. Members of the k-series and the c-series occur 
in contrasting environments in Cz (e.g., ~ayas grease, fat, 
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tayaxW sour, bitter; ;as bad, ;ax house; maxcaft head-louse, 
ma;kan horns), and so must be considered phonemically dis
tinct. And, as noted above, morphophonemic alternations 
between the two series may occur. Some of these (e.g., 
tinx muscle, sinew, tinisi his muscle, sinew; syalxWtk 
brother-in-law, syalxWtaci his brother-in-law; -ank side, 
belly, -naci his side, belly) are predictable in terms of 
morpheme co- occurrence, but others are not (e. g., max:caft 
head-louse, maxkani his louse; ~ix cold, qis~isaltawa~i 
a fan; cilks- five (objects), cilacs five), and t~ere are 
also instances where the alternations do not occur where 
they would be expected by analogy with the first set given 
(e.g., ;ax house, ;axi his house; kalx reed mat, kalaxi 
his mat; ~ipqs beard, ;wa4Ws~pqsam shave). 

2. These alternations lead one to expect regular 
relationships between the two series. And there are sev
eral clear causes for the shift of some "of the c-series, 
but I can account historically for only a little more than 
half (59 percent) of all the morphemes with c-series pho
nemes. These fall into three groups: (a) There are 15 
or so cases of known borrowing from Chinook Jargon, French, 
English, or Sahaptin. These are (from Chinook Jargon) 
susukli God, Jesus, angel, sO'kwaman sugar bowl, kWusu 

£!&, pispis cat, lapismu saddle-blanket, lasimni chimney, 
lapyo's hoe, (from French) ?asel personal name, (from 
English) cayni Chinese, wac clock, watch, sipil:i? mutton, 
masin automobile, and (from Sahaptin) qasqa's strawberry 
~. (There are also a few borrowings with k: from Chi
nook Jargon are kikwalikWut skirt, lisak sack, bag, pocket, 
wamusmuski ~, l:ikl:ik wagon, kapu coat, likwo'k rooster; 
from English are kas train, skaw ferry, qisastakan yarn 
for making socks, and probably waks go, walk; and from 
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Sahaptin saw!tk wild carrot and yakima Yakima, Sahaptin.) 
Some of these borrowings have been further derived by Cz 
affixes. It is also probable that a number of the unex
plained forms are also borrowings (for example, ?ayayas 
clumsy, stupid, likay spotted horse, and cinukWsitam owl, 
ogre are probably borrowed forms), predominantly from the 
only Sa1ishan neighbor of the Cz, the Upper Chehalis. 
But because of the close similarity between these two 
languages, identification of such borrowings is virtually 
impossible. (b) There are at least a dozen instances of 
shifts from alveolars c ~ s to a1veopa1ata1s: ~ayes fat, 
grease (Ch sta'yes), sa?s liver (Ch sa?s) , ~usaka always 
(Ch ~usa~a), ~amuyqa? snail (Chinook tamo·ikxan). Most 
of these are intramorphemic assimilations to alveopa1ata1s 
which are derived from front ve1ars, but the reason why 
these front ve1ars shifted in the first place is unclear. 
A late rule can account for this assimilation; it must 
follow the k to c rules (1 and 2, below): Rule 3. c ~ s 
> C ~s in a morpheme with c ~ s or y (or, if you prefer,4 

f-!~~~~~~t~ ~ [+High] / ~-~r~~abiCJ ). I will 
-Lateral -Back 
+Strident -Lateral 

return to the relationship between alveolars and the k
and c-series shortly. (c) Most explainable occurrences 
of c-series phonemes are conditioned sound-shifts of two 
types. The largest group of these occurs before a high 
front vowel: Rule 1. k k x > c ~ s before i (or 

~-~~:~rant1~ [-Back] / ~~r~~abicl ). There 
+Back ~Back J 
-Round 

are so few cases of a k-series phoneme before i that this 
must be considered a regular shift. Examples are ~!ik 
widow, ce·taq- argue, tuisiis- hint. Unlike other similar 
matters in Cz, this shift even applies across certain 
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morpheme boundaries, i.e., before the third person pos
sessive suffix -i or before a lexical suffix beginning 
with i, and possibly in a few other places. The minor 
pattern consists of nine occurrences of ~-series phonemes 
which appear to be instances of a regular dissimilation 
of a k-series phone and a following back velar within the 
same morpheme: Rule 2. k k x > ~ ~ 5 before a back con-

+Back 
-Round 

~cons onan t aJ -High ). 
+Back 

s~~ii;~r~:1t~s:::a:::Ph/eme (or 

Examples of this are s~eqWan hip joint, ~encanqinalan 
stuttering, kWaseq~ E££. The intramorphemic environment 
is an important restriction; there are eight instances of 
a k-series phoneme occurring before a back velar, but in 
all these cases .the latter is in a different morpheme, 
e.g., iek-iq fall over, kem-ayq fall out, tip over, 
kaw-yaq w.umx settle down ( to live), kat-l:iq wilhitar't stirrups ~ 
l:sk-iyq ant, tks-iqw. upper-class person, iek-stq- take in, 
enter, tak-s~WqW starve. There is one exception: s?axaqan 
it is snowing. Dissimilation may be an unusual source of 

5 regular sound change, and these Cz instances are few in 
number; it does appear to be a consistent characteristic, 
however, that a k-series phoneme may not precede a back 
velar within a morpheme. 

But how does one account for all the other occurrences 
of c-series phonemes? Or, if this was a general shift, then 
how does one account for all the unshifted k-series pho
nemes, which, after all, outnumber those of the ~-series 
by more than two to one? I cannot answer these questions, 
but simply give here several examples from both series, 
and offer a few speculations which might eventually explain 
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v ~~. lw ~~ a few more forms. (a) c-series: CUYUK - bend, wacal 
bracken roots, ca'kt waist, tacanman attached to, saw? 
bone, ii5i have a cold, s~sno? money. (b) k-series: 
l<ayaxW sour, lal< full, kasi? star, sxWayks rabbit, xamimx - - _. 
mourning dove. 

2.1. Noted above was the shift of alveolars c l:. s ' 
to corresponding alveopalatals in assimilation to alveo
palatals previously derived from the k-series (Rule 3). 
This appears to be the result of an antipathy in Cz between 
alveolars and alveopalatalsj I know of only one morpheme 
in which both occur: mescam muskrat. But the intramor
phemic occurrence of these alveolars and a k-series pho
neme is quite common: kasc- hide, l:.ak- all gone, I<al:.

enter, ride, l:.u.I<-/l:.a:wal<- ~, xacxc- ~', capx creek. 
It may be that an alveolar-alveopalatal antipathy has 
served to block the shift of the k-series to the c-series. 
This could be described as a sound-shift blocked by dis
similation of the two series. Furthermore, this could 
serve to explain four instances of a k-series phoneme 
before a front vowel (whether or not this front vowel is 
in the same morpheme): I<e'c ·little, sal<-i its splitting, 
s-ciki-t-n he's crumpling it, l:.sk-iyq ant. This is not 
a new notion, but certainly an obscure one. Posner calls 
this phenomenon "conservative dissimilation", but does 
not discuss it. I have found it discussed in only two 
places: Grammont, who calls it ,,'la dissimilation preven
tive", and in Hashimoto in a discussion of Ancient Chinese. 6 

If this is a valid concept for Cz ,Rule 1 will hav·e to be 
modified as follows: Rule la. k I< x > c ~ s before i 
except when c l:. s occurs in the same morpheme. However, 
an explanation is still required of how a few forms managed 
to get by this dissimilation restriction (see Section 2(b)), 
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resulting in the ensuing assimilation of the alveolars. 

This restriction is purely intramorphemic: the absolutive 
(or nominalizer) s- prefix, the stative aspect ?ac- pre

fix, and various suffixes with alveolars co-occur freely 

with roots containing alveopalatals, ~nd suffixes with 

alveopalatals co-occur freely with roots containing 

alveolars. But note that the simple form of the word for 
five, cilacs, is treated as a single morpheme in this 

respect, even though it can be analyzed into two morphemes, 

although this division may be pre-Cz (see Section 2.2). 

Note the parallels between the two dissimilatory phe

nomena, the shift of k-series to c-series phones before 

back velars and the non-shift of the k-series in the pre

sence of the alveolar series (c l:. 5). Both are intramor

phemic, as contrasted with the shift before front vowels. 

And both involve the dissimilation of articulatorily 

adjacent consonant series. Given c c k q, c and k may 

co-occur, and c and q may co-occur, but c and c or k and 

q may not. This double dissimilation is not directly 
.. '" , reflected in the rules. But c and k may co-occur: maxcan 

head-louse, ca'kt waist, kayaci sleepy, ~ilk widow. No 

morphemes have been found containing back velars and 

alveolars together with either front velars or alveo

palatals (i.e., q-k-c or q-c-c). Thus so far nothing 
indicates that ordering is necessary between the two dis

similatory phenomena. 

Because all instances of c-series phonemes (except in 

borrowings) are ultimately derived either from the c-series 

(by assimilation) or from the k-series (by regular sound

shifts, even though all the circumstances cannot yet be 

accounted for--comparative evidence indicates that this 

regularity must be so), it is reasonable to assume that 
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c and k were at one time only allophones of a single pho
neme. They became distinctive when borrowings and assi
milations of c brought them into contrast. Thus the 
obstruent series given above was earlier Ic [c k] q/. 
The problem is to determine all the environments in which 
the c allophone occurred. 

2.2. The word for five leads to another speculation 
which complicates the whole problem considerably. Com
parative evidence suggests a probable reconstruction of 
PS *cil-akis five. This *ki sequence accounts easily for 
Cz cilacs (by Rule I with subsequent application of Rule 
3) and could also suggest that many other instances of 

the c-series phonemes derive from forms that formerly had 

an i following them, now lost. 7 But there is no evidence 
for this in most cases. Besides the example just dis

cussed (five), I know only of panacs ~ from PS *pan-akis, 
W~lW ~ ~- v I v , a~.~cpqsam shave from C1pqS beard, -s- -si- benefactive, 

and -c/-ci reflexive. Further difficulty is added ~y the 
forms with morphophonemic alternations between the two 

series (see Section 1.1). For example, although Cz 
cilacs is explainable by /PS *cil-akis, Cz cilks- (which 
occurs with various suffixes, e.g., cilksitumx fifty, 
cilksiqw five days, cilksiusan five times) is not. One 

possible explanation would be a PS alternation of forms 
with and without the *i in the suffix, and there is some 
evidence that this was the case in five. But such evidence 

is lacking as yet for the other pairs (except insofar as 
these Cz forms provide the evidence, but that is circular), 
and the problem must be left for now at the speculative 
stage. 

2.3. Another environment which may condition the 

shift to alveopalatals is a following u. This would 
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generalize the earlier rule (1) that k before a high 
front vowel becones e to Rule lb. k fc x > e ~s before 
a high vowel except when c ~ s occurs in the same morpheme. 

But the evidence for this is extremely slight, perhaps 
expectedly so; I have only three morphemes that qualify: 
~#¥ • ~#v k 1 d ~# ~ 1 (h ¥ • • cus- 1n cusa a a ways an co' ::;am a ways t e s 1S an aSS1-
milated s by Rule 3; cf. Ch ~us always), ~uyukW- bend, 
and su~- stick, get stuck. PS *k was presumably not com
mon before *u; even so, there is at least one counter
example to the formulation just made: kWupa? grandfather 

(cf. Ch eupa?). There seems to be no contrast in Cz 

between k and k W before u--only k W occurs. But PS did 
have such a contrast, or sequences of eu could not arise, 

and some Interior Salishan languages still make this con
trast. The history of forms with *ku is rather irregular, 
some languages generally converting these to kWu, others 

converting only some. Perhaps Cz converted only a few, 
. grandfather among them. This form is reconstructable as 

PS *kupay;, the initial sequence becomes kWu in Sliammon 
kWukwpa, Bella Coo1a kWukwpi, Li1100et and Thompson kWukWpi? 

(where it means boss), as well as Cz, and it becomes eu 
in Ch and Quinault eupa? Another reflex of PS *ku turns 

up in Cz kasi? ~, with an unexpected a as first vowel; 
the PS form is reconstructab1e as something like *kusimt 
(cf. Sliammon and Nooksack kWusan, Lummi kWosen, Halko
melem kWasan, Thompson nkwekwusaA, Kalispel lkwkwuse', 

etc., but Puget eusad). A pre-Olympic change of *u to *a 

would be necessary to account for this form if Rule lb is 

applicable, and such a rule would have to precede Rule lb. 

Other instances of Cz {ku} (phonemically /kwu/) derive 
from the merging of e and a following w to u, and would 

not be affected by Rule lb, which would be ordered before 
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this merger: Rule 4. aw > u. Examples of this are 
xWui road (with automatic rounding of the xi cf. xawali 
his road), kWul ~ (cf. kawaiani his wife), sxWu?umitan 
he is crying (compare with these the Ch cognates sawl, 
v~ v ?~. ) cawi, ssa ill.u. tan . 

3. Several other speculations to account for the 
shift of k ~ x to e ~ 5 are suggestive, but do not hold 
up because of the counterexamples. I have suggested that 
following i, u, or a back consonant conditioned the shift. 
It seems reasonable to expect that one of these same 
sounds preceding a k-series phone might have a similar 
effect. But there are only seven occurrences of i (or y) 
before e or s (a suffix -ie, perhaps reflexive, on yalwie 
go clear around and talie- help, the lexical suffix -iean 
back, bag, basket, a probable suffix -is on po?tmisam 
down to the river and eaAumis awkward, ?isti clumsy, 
~wa ·ys. part in hair, iisi- have a cold, and qis~isal tawami 
a fan). But contrary to these are eleven instances of a 
k-series phoneme following i, one of them the usual form 
of cold, ~ix, occurring as the root in fan (above; this 
word cannot, incidentally, be a borrowing; the affixes are 
typical only of Cz). Five of these may retain k by pre
ventive dissimilation from a c-series phoneme: ciks bee, 
cik- rub, qiscitikanam mountain pass, l:ikus-frown, and 
si~alxayu? snake. In two other cases, an x may derive 
from PS *f or *xw: ~ix cold and ?ix go after. Similarly, 
the k of bee and rub may derive from *q (see Section 4). 
But this still leaves four forms, not many less than the 
examples of i before e: sfWayks rabbit, ti~a'?ka? revol
~, ~ikalsan peel, and nix this. 

A preceding u or w is even rarer than a following one 
and tells us nothing. The only instance before a c-series 
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phoneme is ?usaman- sorry, and the only intramorphemic 

instance before a k-series phoneme is sqiyux~. Two 

more instances occur, one of which is across a morpheme 

boundary, but, as has been shown, the conditioning fac-

tors for this sound shift are usually intramorphemic: 

iiw-x he took it off (furthermore, this x is derived from 

*xw; cf. Ch iiw-xW). The other instance arises from a 

stress shift, vowel deletion, and application of Rule 4: 

~u~- from ~awa~- cut (which has an underlying form *cawa~-). 
A c-series phoneme has been found following a back 

consonant in only three forms, and two of the;~e are pro

bably across morpheme boundaries, although I cannot ana
lyze the forms: qai~a~ beaver, ~aiiican ro6ts, and 

(s)~asilsan driftwood. On~he other hand, there are seven 
morphemes with k or x folloLing a back consonant: s~Wayks 
rabbit (Ch s~Waycs), qelk- crawl (Ch qil(a)~-), ~ax house 

(Ch ~as), qanx mouth (Ch qans; but this x derives from PS 
*XW), sqWamx sweathouse, sqaxapan he is telling a lie (pro

bably an error for ~; cf. Lower Chehalis qa~ap), and 

sqiyux~. So none of these three possible explanations 
is substantiated. 

A little more profitable, but less convincing, spe

culation stems from the fact that a non-pronominal word

final nasal has been found preceded frequently by c-series 

phonemes, but only once or twice convincingly by k-series 

phonemes. But this seems intuitively to be an unlikely 

environment; furthermore, most of these final nasals con
stitute a separate morpheme, violating the general pattern 

of the palatal shifts being intramorphemic (the notable 
exception being before i). And whenever anything else is 

added to the form, this pattern collapses, and members of 

the c-series or the k-series occur freely. Only two things 
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argue in favor of this being a condition for the sound

shift, and neither is very convincing. One is simply 

that the pattern exists. The other is that nasals are 

known to develop to front vowels in a few Salishan lan

guages (e.g., in Spokane, post-consonantal n before 
s- absolutive becomes i, as in ei sama?em I am a woman 

from en I; or the suffix sequence -nun-t-s becomes 
[-nuys]~~ a development of n to i is also reported to be 
a probable occurrence in Tillamook).9 Since this is so, 

there may be a special relationship between nasals and 
front vowels that would allow both to cause a shift of 

k to e. The following are all the instances of this 

which I have recorded: qai~afu beaver, pale'~afu inside-out, 
.. ,,' k , .. " f .. " , h d 1" " mescam fiUS rat, swaqe~can ~, max can . ea -louse, ~a lican 

roots, xaynaeam backwards, ya~Wnaeam wiggle, -iean back, 
bag, basket, sto·lsan fruit, berries, taxWalsan blend work 

in a basket, po?tmisam down to the river, ia?kWi~asa' 

clear around, kWupruuapsan palm, (s)~asiisan driftwood, 

?acyasan a pack, -san foot, leg, -san times. The only 

certain form with k is cutkan maybe. Another may be kan 

!, but this is a pronominal, and I excluded pronominals 

above~ however, all the other examples before pronominal 
suffixes are third person, either the continuative aspect 

subject or the completive aspect object: takiakan it is 
aching, ?it yalakan he twisted it, ?it lakan he filled it, 

7it p~lakan he turned it over, 7it ~awakan he cut it off, 

7it cikan he rubbed it. I have recorded four other 

instances with a k-series phoneme, but there are reasons 

to doubt their accuracy: se~kan scratched on the back and 

sqiwxan track both involve the lexical suffixes back and 

foot that normally occur in this position (and without a 

following third person possessive -i) as -iean and -san, 
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respectively (sqiwxan may be a back formation from sqiwxanan 
he is smelling a track, from qiw- smell). qWalitkah.ill.!!. 
probably also involves the suffix for back, but otherwise 
I cannot analyze the form, and it looks improbable. sakam 
swim has an un~xpected stress pattern; I would expect 
*sakam, and the stressed vowel would exempt the form from 
this hypothesized rule (the a that occurs in the other 
forms is epenthetic, and is added by a very low-level !ru1e, 
not relevant here). 

4. My final speculation involves the origin of the 
Cz k-series. Several instances of Cz x derive from PS 
*xw, e.g., taIDX earth, land (cf. Thompson tamixW), qanx 
mouth (cf. Skagit qadxW), -x completive third person object 
(cf. Ch _x W). The only analogous evidence that some in
stances of Cz k or k derive from *kw or *kw is nks- always 
(cf. Ch nkWs-), but the possibility remains open that some 
other forms can be explained with this type of origin. 
There is also fragmentary evidence that a few instances 
of Cz k k x may derive from PS back ve1ars, e.g., ciks 
bee (cf. Squamish ciq- !!!£), cik~ rub (cf. Tho~pson ciq
pat, tame), iis- have a cold (cf. Thompson iafi cold, 
Tillamook fe?ai cold), ~ix ~ (cf. Skagit ~af, Nooksack 
fay~), sxWu?umitan cry (cf. Ch sa?um-, Skagit fa·b, Ha1-
kome1em ~e·m, Squamish f ah -m), sak- split (cf. Columbian 
saq-. split, but both Thompson saq- and sak- crack; sound 
symbolism may be involved in this qlk pair). It may be 
that k-series phonemes derived from these two sources 
developed too late to undergo the further shift to the 
c-series; I know of no certain instances of PS *xw ending 
up as Cz 5 (but it does develop to 5 in Ch), and iis-
have a cold is the only possible instance of Cz 5 from 
PS *f that I can cite. However, even if these sources 
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could account for retentions of some of the k-series 
phonemes, they do not explain the problematic shifts to 

c-series phonemes, because there are numerous instances 
of k-series phonemes which clearly derive from PS *k *k *x 

(e.g., kalx hand). But a profitable line of investigation 
would be to determine the PS origin of all instances of 

k-series and c-series phonemes. If the c-series derive 

only from the PS k-series, then it might shed light on 

the problem to eliminate all instances of Cz k k x derived 

from other PS series from further consideration, and look 
for patterns among those derived from. *k *k *x, assuming 

that only this set was susceptible to the shift to c ~ 5 
in Cz. Unfortunately such a procedure is not possible. 

I have compared Cz forms with extensive vocabularies 

available to me in Columbian (from my own field notes) 

and in Squamish (from Kuipers' The Squamish Language),lO 

but find no cognates for a large number of forms. 

S. In spite of the difficulties in explaining the 

Cz palatal shift, the data may be instructive to general 

historical linguistic theory. The notion tha~ sound 
change is a gradual process seems to be in general dis

favor among linguists today. But one must distinguish at 

least three types of gradual change: (1) a gradual shift 

in the point or manner of articulation; (2) a gradual 

shift through the vocabulary; and (3) a gradual shift 

among the speakers. This third type cannot be considered 

here because the only two remaining speakers were sisters 

(who were, besides, less than fluent in the language). 
Their sole use of the language was with their mother, who 

died in 1963 at age 105, and they should be considered 

continuations of her idiolect. In any case, since there 

are no other speakers, there is no way to check variations 
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within the language. 

Most attention has been given to the first-mentioned 

type of sound change--a gradual shift in articulation. 

Although such a gradual shift is possible for some kinds 

of phonetic change, it is impossible for others, and has 

frequently been shown not to be the case at all. It seems 

to me that th~ existing morphophonemic alternations make 

it unlikely that there was a gradual shift in articulation 

in Cz. A complete rejection of this type of change can be 

found in a review by Halle and Keyser. ll They prefer, 

rather, that sound change be a "discrete phenomenon" which 

is the result of "adding, subtracting, or modifying one 

rule,,12 in the grammar, but say that such a change dif

fuses gradually through a language community. Granting 

that the change is abrupt within an idiolect, and diffuses 

through the language community, I do not see how the Cz 

shift can be described in terms of "adding, subtracting, 

or modifying one rule" or many rules. Unless all instances 

of the shift can be explained, rules will not work. The 

remaining option is that sound change may be lexically 

gradual. \\Tang suggests this possibility in Competing 

changes as a cause of residue,13 but his explanation that 

one change may be blocked by another competing for the 

same part of the lexicon does not Seem to apply to Cz. 

Instead, Cz may have one change blocked by another com

peting for the same part of the phonology-- i. e., *q *4 *~ 

and *kw *kw *xw changing to Cz k k x and overlapping the 

shift of that series to ~ ~ ~ in progress; the assimila

tion of c ~ s to c ~ ~ would overlap and compete from the 

opposite direction. Unless and until explanations can be 

found to account for the many still unexplained instances 

of the Cz ~-series, a gradual spread of the sound change 

through the vocabulary is the only solution I can offer. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. Franz Boas and Herman Haeberlin, Sound shifts in 

Salishan dialects, IJAL 4.117-136 (1927). Voegelin based 
his classification on Boas and IIaeberlin: C. F. Voegelin, 

North American Ind~an languages still spoken and their 
genetic relationships, in illnguage, Culture and Personality: 

Essays in Memory of Edward Sapir, edited by Leslie Spier, 

A. Irving Hallowell and Stanley S. Newman, Menasha, Wis

consin (1941). Swadesh based his classification primarily 
on the same source! Horris Swadesh, Salish phonologic 

geography, Language 28.232-248 (1952). 

Material for this paper was collected in the summer 

of 1967 under the auspices of a grant (GS-1357) from the 

National Science Foundation. An earlier version was read 

at the Annual l>1et!ting of the American Anthropological Asso

ciation in New York City in November 1971. I wish to 

thank Laurence C. Thompson and Irwin Howard of the Univer

sity of Hawaii for advice and assistance on various 

aspects of this paper, and Anatole Lyovin (also Uhiversity 

of Hawaii) for bringing to my attention various articles 
by Hashimoto, including the one cited here. Some of the 

ideas in this article and all the reconstructed Proto
Salishan forms cited here have grown out of work on general 

cOIJparative Salish with Laurence C. and H. Terry Thompson 

during the 1971-72 academic year during which time I was 

a visiting colleague with the Pacific and Asian Linguis

tics Ins ti tute at the Uni versi ty of Hawaii. 

2. Boas and llaeberlin did classify Cowlitz as a 

k-language, but recognized that it was not exclusively so: 

"Cowl has usually, and UCh 2 very often k and .f where the 
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tc dialects have !S. and c" (read k, x, c, c, s, respec
tively). Since there remain only two speakers of Cowlitz 

and three or four of Upper Chehalis, it is no longer pos
sible to verify Boas' Upper Chehalis 2 dialect--nQ trace 

of it remains. 

3. The phonemes of Cowlitz are p p t t c l: ~ c ~ k 
, k W ,w q 4 ~W 4w ? S s xxW , ,W h m , n h 1 I y } w *; 
i u a a; vowel length, and at least two degrees of stress. 

Vowel length lowers i to [re'] (written here e'), and u to 

[~.] (written here 0'). The morphological process realized 

as length with i, u, and a converts a to [re] (short; written 

here e). u before? is realized as [;1] (written here o?). 

To the extent that the symbols e and 0 are used, and epen

thetic a is written, the transcriptions are not entirely 

phonemic. Note that e' is like i in its effect on conso

nants, but e (short) is not. The following abbreviations 

will be used: Cz Cowlitz, Ch Upper Chehalis, PS Proto

Salishan. Ch forms cited here will use the same notational 
conventions I have adopted here for Cz (i.e., i e' u o' a 

a' a e 0) rather than that of my earlier writings on Ch 

(which were, respectively e e' 0 o' a a' a a' 0). 

4. Distinctive feature terminology is from Noam 

Chomsky and Morris Halle, Sound Pattern of English (New 

York, 1968); it is as good--or bad--as any system, and 

is generally known. This notation is added here for the 

benefit of those who find it informative. It is used in 

conformity with Chapter 9 of Sound Patterns. 

5. Knud Togeby, in Qu'est que la dissimilation? 

(Romance Philology 17.642-667 (1964)) rejects dissimilation 
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as a type of regular sound change, relegating it to an 
infrequent, sporadic occurrence. He seeks explanations 

for apparent dissimilations cited by Rebecca R. Posner 

in her Consonantal Dissimilation in the Romance Languages 

(Oxford, 1961). 

6. Maurice Granul1ont, Trai te de phonetique, 8th ed. 

(Paris, 1965), p. 329. Grammont cites several examples, 

one of which is very much like the Cz problem: "en trraq 

un k, qui sans cela serait devenu C, reste k devant c 
, . ... re .. , . 

(ctest eVldenment a la 1 phase, K, que l'evolutlon a 

ete arretee): acil "repas", mais akilcen "votre repas"." 

Mantaro J. Hashimoto, Internal evidence for Ancient 

Chinese palatal endings, Lg 46.336-365 (1970). Hashimoto 

suggests that the presence of palatal consonant endings 

in Ancient Chinese prevented, through dissimilation, an 
otherwise regular palat~lization of velar and glottal 

initials, thus leading to the creation of some trouble-
some doublets in Handarin and other Northern Chinese dialects. 

7. The loss of vowels is regular in Cz. Briefly, 

and somewhat simplified, a final XVC sequence (where X is 

any consonant or consonants) is reduced to XC; unstressed 

vowels are deleted before any CCV sequence (cilacs is an 

unexplained exception, but cilks- is regular; the second 

vowel of cilacs may be explained by secondary stress, but 

the role of secondary stress in Salish is not yet fully 

understood). 

8. Barry F. Carlson, A Grammar of Spokan, unpub

lished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Hawaii, 1972, 

pp. 16 and 102. 
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9. Laurence C. Thompson, personal communication. 

10. The Ihgue, 1967. 

11. Morris Halle and Samuel Jay Keyser, Review of 
John Hart's works on English orthography and pronunciation, 
1551, 1569, 1570: Part II, phonology, edited by Bror 
Danie1sson. Language 43.773-784 (1967). 

12. Ibid., p. 779. 

13. \ii11iam s-Y. liang. Language 45.9- 25 (1969). 
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APPENDIX 

Additional examples are given here. Abbreviations 
not used in the text are: em Columbian, Ka Kalispel, Lo 
Lower Chehalis, Pg Puget Salish, Qn Quinault, SeSechelt, 
Sq Squamish. 

1. Additional predictable morphophonemic alternations: 
st~k jacket, st~ci his jacket; ?acwanx doctor, swan~si 
his doctor; -mx people, -m(i)si his people; -mx plural X, 
-m(i)si his plural X. 

2. Additional unpredictable morphophonemic alternations: 
, .. .1 , .. .1 • .. ~ .I... .. pa.lK-, palaK-an turn over, pale' cam l.nsl.de-out; panks-
~, panacs ~; sto·isan fruit, sto·ixani her fruit; 
?acyaxanii carryon the back, ?acyasan a pack; -ican ~, 
bag, basket, -kani his back, bag, basket; -xan- or -xan
foot, leg, -san foot, leg and -sini his foot, leg. 

3. Additional unexpected morphophonemic alternations: 
s~f<- split, saf<i its splitting; sawitk wild carrot, sawitaki 
her carrot; lisak sack, lisaki his sack; ~ik~ik wagon, 
~i.k.~iki his wagon; ~uf<-, ~aw~f<- ~, s~aw~~i its cutting. 
Note that three of these are borrowings. 

4. Shifts from alveolars to alveopalatals: 
cilac! five (Ch cilacs, Lo ciiac, Qn cilaks, Sq 

~ ..,. 
Cl.acl.S, 

Cm cilkst; PS *cil-akis); panacs ~ (Ch panacs, Lo pa·hac, 
Qn panaks; PS *pan-akis); x~s bad (Ch x~s, Lo x~s); ~o'sam . - . . 
always (Ch ~us); sya·qWi~. If correct, two others may 
belong here: ~ixwip- iron, press (Ch ~ixia?pimi [~]); 
~4i - fry (Ch ~i.ffui., Cm ~if-; but Pg ~i~( i) ) . 
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5. k' x to ~ ! J before i: 
~ln- lni - poison (Cm n- keh-,cln-); cliq Wu? tears coming out 

of the eyes; ~le chickadee; yalxWta~i his brother-in-law 
(cf. syalxWtk; Ch sya,Wt~); st~~i his ja~ket (from st~k); 
sxlyna~i his crab (cf. sxlyenk crab, crawfish); sta~e? 
island (Ch sta~e'?); nexan~i small chipmunk; supseh~i its 
tail (Ch supsn~, Lo supshe,~); kWenta~ic shake hands (Ch 

skWenata!iml.l; -naci lower part, side, belly (cf. -enk; 
Ch -n(a)~); -~i reflexive; s~in(?) silver salmon; !lhxw 

pillow (em 'ahqln pillow, '~:h- up against 1); !lpt 'red 
~~ ~ , ~,~, ~ 

elderberry; C1pqS beard (Ch cpucqs, Lo (s)cepucqes); ceqcq-
squeak, whine; !llls messed-up hair (Ch !lsls); ma!ila? 
flea (Ch ma!ln?); tlnisi his muscles (cf. tinx; Ch tins, 
Cm tlnx); s4~al~si her baskets (filled) (Ch s4w~ls picked 
be~ries); swan~si his doctor (cf. ? acwanx; Ch ?acwans); 

?altanlsi his arteries; -me i) si his people (cf. -mx); 
-umisi his plural X (cf. -mx; his plural people is -mixwumisi); 

-si- benefactive (Ch -si-, Cm -x(i)-). Exceptions to Rule I 

are: l~kiq fall over (cf. l~kayq; Ch l~~iyq hit with mis

sile); xlynk- walk backwards and sxlyenk crab, crawfish (cf. 
"v', v )' h h ( , xay~acem or xey~acem backwards; ,axi is ouse cf. ,ax, 

-'x; Ch ,as, Lo ,as); kal~xi his mat (cf. k~lx reed mat; 
Ch ~als). 

6. k' x to c ~ 5 before a back velar consonant: 
scatqle~ animal (Ch s~atqlam? grizzly bear, Pg s~atqlab); 
~, W ~, W .? ~ , w sceq sucker; scaq psam back of neck; accele'q 1 groove 

(Ch ?ac~~lqWl); s~q cloud (Ch -sq); s~ql stain a cloth. 

7. Additional instances of c ~ J (note that not all those 
previously cited have been explained): 
sc~txWeh black bear (Ch, Lo, Se sc~txWen?, Pg s~~txWed); 
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ce?xWmalan sunburned; canum1s aw.kward;spenc squirrel; 
l~lci keep up, never quit (Ch l~lc-); i1tlcak y~s yester-
d ' ¥ (h ' V) ~'? k' a,v ~; wanaci- lost C wanaci; sce, buttoc s; qai-cas<:)ni 
dangerous (Ch ~~h5i); se? here (Ch ~e?, Lo sl?); s~kWiyaxc
hiccough (Ch s~kWiya~Wc); tui5als~nguessing; t~lsals 
chase, follow; slal~s deer (Ch (s)lal~s, Cm sl~lx Coast 
deer); !ayes grease, fat (Ch s~~y~s); 5~?S liver, (Ch S~?5); 
, v' W f ' v h pasax - go l~t; la"sam- clear t e forest. 

8. Additional instances of k k x: 
k~l- give (Ch c~i-, Cm k~i-); ka~s, ~; sk~w sister-in-law 
( ~~ " , ~, Ch scaw, Cm skaw; PS *skaw); kalt and;, ka' where (Ch ca'; 
PS *ka-); k~tyan fishnet; k~wlan pretend; k~lwi-cx guest; 

',kasuci- outside; kan11stxWayaq- kneel, confess; k~ssan 
keep (a secret); kac- lay something down; kan?o' maybe 
CCh c~n?o); k~n- three (Ch can-, Sq c~n-; PS *kan-); 
k~?ii? three (Ch c~'ii, Cm ka?ias); ka'wan lie on side; 
ka?o someplace else; kawlic Cowlitz; k~n- make a mistake; 
kak~lt<:)mtan carpentering (Ch cc-axw build a house, Sq 
V'? ) ~? v ~ ?) , ca -t make ; kat1sa strawberrx (Ch cat1sa ; k<:)nnam<:)n 
dissatisfied; k~mamt- crX (Ch c~m-); ka?xa? take it awax!; 
k~'-, bend over, stoop (Ch c~m?-qs-, Sq c~m?- close; come 
together, be folded, doubled up); kaw- pack; k~lkwu- look 
for lice; tkco? between; tkx~n? there, opposite; -ki ~ 
(Ch -ci); -aka(?) hand (Ch -a~a, Cm -akst); ?aks- an aspect; 
?aks- color; -lk belly (Ch l~c; PS *l~(?)k); -ksa again 
(Ch -csa); -kx you (Ch -(5); -alaka? nomen actoris (Ch 
-ala~a); y~k<:)'x ~ (Ch y~?c<:)m?5); t~ki(a)k- sick, ache 
( 'v ()~ , . , w ?" Ch taci a c); y<:)mks S1new, pack-strap (Ch yank s); aytk 
lot,S of; ne?sk younger brother (Ch ne?sci); la?1lki skin (Ch 
sla?1ci); yamkesi its tallow (Ch y~mcis-s); ~ak~lnut give 
~ (Ch ~ac- all gone, use up); m~:lfk<:)n horns; ?ac-k~l<:)lksti? 
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cramp in the side (Ch eal-esti); xelk- pull (Ch sale-); 
l:a.kaltd earn, win (Ch l:e,e-); melk summer (Ch male); suskpelll 
hemlock (Ch susep-nl); lakalwasumx she married him; taktkeni 
humming-bird (Ch ta~t~ni, Sq teeteen1s); ?acmalmalakl 
pleats; ~akax put or take out; patk- reach; nak- sink (Ch 

.. ..,) .. (.. 4- ? .. ?. b nec- ; wayelk- let go Ch wayelc-.); a ctl.xkena mem ry fCh 
?acti-kWn remember); putaka? half done; stekali Indian pipe 
(Ch staq .1); seksk- swim (of a fish) (Ch sa~-); ?aykkakamen 
thimble; ?akan then; tawaks- stab (Ch tawaqsi- or tawaksi-); 
.,.. 4-~ '''i ---- 4-"i'" ., .. , W Kel drown (Ch cel-); ka x branch (Ch ca s); ?ac-Kaock u 
puddle (Ch ~al:xWiyq)) i<all get in trouble; si<atp rib; i<anap 

. , .. , ., ~, ' .. 
SCl.ssors (Ch canap),; Kanepen squeeze; kalalus a cross; 
si<aoi<a? ~ (Ch s~ao~a, Lo si<eh, Pg ~a?ka?); kaxwo? oil, .,... ~ .. , ., .. , 
grease, lard; Kec- put l.n the mouth (Ch cec-); Ket- nibble, 

( Ch 4-'" P 4- < , . h S 4- < .?) .,..., h . gnaw cet-, g Cl.tl.- C ew up, q Cl.t-ln ; KeSKS 2.!.!:. 
(Ch s~a.s); kleh salal berry (Ch ~(?) leh); ~ap- ~; 
s~a.nemten shiver, shake (Ch ~an-, Pg ~a.deb); ~aykay- tickle; 
ti<acnawel older; ti<namc half-breed; -kp wood (Ch -~p,' Lo 

.., .., .. kW)"" h ( .. ~ -cep, Pg -cup, Cm -at p; leK sharp, ac e, sore Ch lec, 
"4- <4- .. ., ~ 4-' Lo lec(?e), Sq ll.c be cut); naK- ~ (Ch nac-, Pg dcu and 

da~u?, Cm nkW-); tikao?ka? revolver; yalaken twist (Cm 
yar~W- bend); lak- fill (Ch, Lo la~, Sq ya~, 1Cm 114- fill, 

. - .. ., ---- "4- w'4- -put dl.rt on); waK- uncover (Ch wac-, 1Pg g ec- look for); 
lamlama~ wrinkled; wal~ polish, shine (Ch wal~- glitter, 
Pg gW1li~eb); neka"ius coyote (Ch ;ne~al?, Ka sen~ele(p); 
'PS *s-n-kei-); sxamalaxw people (Ch ssafualaxW); x to (Ch 
s); sxan husband (Ch ssan?, Lo sen); xayalumen saddle (Ch 
sayawimen); xan? there (Ch, Lo san?); sxap blanket (Ch 
sap- cover); xaw(a)l- raise, grow (Ch sawl, Sq saway); 
?acxenaosefu lie on back (Ch sana?sem, Cm xall- put a flat 
object on); xay? mind, heed, obey; xasak w wild (Ch easakW); 
xall break in two (Ch ~all); xalen- clubbed; xapen yawn; 
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sxapawan going down; sxamyupi his side; nxamtani his chil
dren/relatives; xapi? comb (Ch sapay?); txmenstam stay 
where you are; nx- -tan kin plural (Ch ns- -tn); -cx , 
reflexive (Ch -cs); -wax reciprocal (eh -uws, Cm-wax W); 
-tumx.::.!l. (Ch -tum~); wacxanam dance (Ch watsanm); ya~ix 
stingy; tawl1x sitting (Ch taweols); tlwxtn crossing;: 
tamx- both (Ch tams-); sl~alxayu? snake; ~aqWtumx enough; 
~ax~x tree, wood (Ch ~as~s); ?lmx grass for baskets (th 
?"?) "...t." ' 1m ; taqturnx. m1ddle; maSlmx a personal name; saotanx 
knead; yax nothing but; taylaxkWu? out of breath; ~apanxtan 
drying-rack for berries; skanaixanam make a mistake; 
?ac?a~tkWalx Indian doctor (Ch ?ac?a~tkWls, Cm ~a?-kWl1x); 
?ayalx happy; ?acwanx doctor (Ch ?acwans); scaxa?is part

~; walax soft; wax- pull (Ch was-)o 
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